Leaf Pickup Program
The Public Works Department will once
again be picking up leaves from curb sides
this fall. Citizens may rake leaves into piles at
the curb, but not into the street. No sticks or
other debris should be included – leaves only!
Do not bag your leaves. Any cars parked on
the street should be moved, so that our crews
can remove leaves safely and effectively.
Citizens may obtain schedules and zone
maps on the City of Trotwood
website at
www.trotwood.org
Also, Rumpke will provide disposal of bagged
leaves on your normal trash pick-up day (limit
of 10 bags, per trash pick-up date); residents
may call (937) 461-0004 for more information.
The program will begin (by zone) on October
21st and run through
December 23rd
(weather permitting).

Message From the Mayor, Mary A. McDonald
Hello Trotwood Family,
I hope you had a great summer. The COVID-19 pandemic has been challenging for
all of us. However, our community continues to be resilient by finding creative ways to
establish a new normal in order to remain a city of growth and progress.
The upcoming November election is not far off. Each one of us has the opportunity
to have our voice heard by voting, so be sure you
are registered to vote by October 5, 2020. You may
also want to consider voting early. Early voting
allows you to exercise your right to vote, yet avoid
the crowds. Your vote is critical in every election and always appreciated.
Another vital process still happening is the 2020 U.S. Census. I recently received an update on the response
by Trotwood citizens and the number is troubling. To date, we have responded at a rate of only 54%. This low
response is very concerning because accurate accounting of how many citizens live in Trotwood is needed in
order to determine how much federal funding flows into our community every
year over the next ten years. These numbers shape many different aspects
and needs of our community including fire and police departments, schools,
roads and highways, and how to respond to natural disasters. They also have
a direct impact on our children’s lives through resources for health insurance,
child care, food assistance, and early development programs. In addition, the
number of seats a state represents in Congress is determined by each state’s
population as collected through the census data; therefore, we must respond
to the census so that we are appropriately represented by our legislators.
The U.S. Census is mandated by the U.S. Constitution and allows us only ONE chance each decade to count
every resident in the United States. The count is not intrusive and by law, your answers and private information
is never published and cannot be used against you by any government agency or court.
Trotwood, we need you - this is an urgent appeal. Please take time today to do your part and
complete the 2020 U.S. Census. Each and every one of us must do our part to make Trotwood the
successful community we all desire. Please make sure your voice is heard and that your household is counted.
Mayor Mary McDonald
City of Trotwood, Ohio

*NIC (National Inspection Corporation) / Code Enforcement

2020 City Council Meetings
City Council meetings are held on the FIRST Monday of the month at 6:30 p.m.
Due to COVID-19, meetings have been held virtually; therefore, please check the City’s website
each month for meeting details.

Message From the City Manager Quincy E. Pope

2019 Drinking Water Consumer

The senseless killing of George Floyd has sparked outrage and a
new conversation about racism and the impact it has on underrepresented
populations.
We live in a country that is endowed with rights to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness no matter what your race. However, many
minorities and underrepresented people still don’t have equal access to
nutritious and healthy foods, healthcare, education, employment
opportunities, and affordable housing because of systematic racism and
discriminatory practices.
On July 6, 2020, the Trotwood City Council passed resolution 20-74 denouncing racism,
discriminatory practices, policies, and procedures. This action demonstrates Trotwood has chosen not to
be silent but to add its voice to that of others across the country seeking to end racism and end the
disproportionate suffering of the underrepresented.
I am proud of our Community, Mayor, City Council, and administrative staff for being progressive
leaders and further demonstrating why Trotwood is a wonderful place to live and raise children. Many of
you have lived in Trotwood for years and know that we are one of most diverse communities in the State of
Ohio and been the example for others to model. Our policies and practices reflect a progressive
environment that is equitable and inclusive for everyone, without regard to gender, race, religion etc...
Finally, we declare racism a most urgent public health issue and understand that we must
collectively recognize and address racism as a crisis that demands our attention and a true commitment to
long-term change.
Sincerely,
Quincy E. Pope Sr.

Confidence Report
Customers
Consumer

may view the 2019 Drinking Water
Confidence
Report
(CCR)
at

https://trotwood.org/2019ccr/ or contact Public
Works at 937/837-1702 to request a paper copy. Hard
copies are also available at both the Public Works
Building at 2400 Olive Road and the Government
Center at 3035 Olive Road (1st floor entryway brochure
holder)

For current information regarding
events, please check the website and
Facebook page.
The City of Trotwood will have a
Veteran’s Day Acknowledgement on
November 11, 2020 presented by Mayor
Mary McDonald. Detailed information
for this presentation will be posted on
trotwood.org and City of Trotwood
Facebook page.

NO RENTALS
of City Parks and Facilities for the
remainder of 2020 due to
COVID-19.

Trotwood Police Department Safe Driving Tips
Motor vehicle crashes are on the rise in the Trotwood Community and the COVID-19 pandemic has
brought many additional driving risks into the spotlight. Speeding, in particular, has become more
common across the region, as many streets have seen significant drops in traffic. While this drop in traffic
has helped lead to a decrease in overall crash-related deaths, Trotwood has actually seen an increase in
the fatality rate per miles driven. Driver distraction and failure to yield to traffic control devices makes this
problem even worse, which is why the Trotwood Police Department is offering the following driving safety
tips.
Focus on driving

CITY OF TROTWOOD IMPROVES COMMUNICATION OUTREACH WITH CITIZENS
VIA AGREEMENT WITH HYPER-REACH



Keep 100% of your attention on driving at all times – no multi-tasking.



Don’t use your phone or any other electronic device while driving.

The City of Trotwood is proud to announce a partnership with
Hyper-Reach, a telephone-based mass notification system. During
our strategic plan meetings, some of our citizens expressed difficulty
in gathering timely information regarding emergencies. In response to our citizens’ needs, our team
explored options that would improve communication without requiring access to the internet. Hyper-Reach
is a cost effective method of reaching citizens through the use of any phone.



Slow down. Speeding gives you less time to react and increases the severity of an accident.



Pay attention to changing traffic signals.



Don’t eat or drink while driving.



Be aware of what other drivers around you are doing, expect the unexpected.

The City of Trotwood is asking every citizen to sign up for the free alert system. The city will use this tool
to share emergency alerts, informational notices, events, and other items of interest, according to each
individual’s preferences. Registering for the free service is as simple as



Assume other motorists will do something unexpected, always be prepared to avoid it.



Keep a 2-second cushion between you and the car in front of you.



Make that 4 seconds if the weather is bad.

Drive “defensively”



texting “alerts” to 937-563-4666

Practice safety



going to http://hyper-reach.com/ohtrotwoodsignup.html.



Secure cargo that may move around while the vehicle is in motion.



Don’t attempt to retrieve items that fall to the floor.



Always wear your seat belt and drive sober and drug-free.

For more information please contact Ciara Lewis 937-854-7228 or Cheryl Wheeler 937-854-7215.

